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We evaluate several integrals involving generating functions of continuous
q-Hermite polynomials in two different ways. The resulting identities give new
proofs and generalizations of the Rogers]Ramanujan identities. Two quintic
transformations are given, one of which immediately proves the Rogers]Ramanu-
jan identities without the Jacobi triple product identity. Similar techniques lead to
new transformations for unilateral and bilateral series. The quintic transformations
lead to curious identities involving primitive fifth roots of unity which are then
extended to primitive pth roots of unity for odd p. Q 1999 Academic Press




s , 1.1Ž .Ý 5q ; q q , q , 4; qŽ . Ž .n ‘ns0
‘ n2qnq 1
s , 1.2Ž .Ý 2 3 5q ; q q , q ; qŽ . Ž .n ‘ns0
w x Žplay a central role in the theory of partitions 3, 6 . We have used the
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w x .standard notation found in 19 . Rogers used the q-Hermite and q-ultra-
Ž . Ž .spherical polynomials to prove 1.1 and 1.2 . He did not realize that they
Ž ware orthogonal polynomials. This was established in the 1970s, see 11,
x .12 . In this paper we use the orthogonality of the q-Hermite and q-ultra-
spherical polynomials to prove the Rogers]Ramanujan identities and give
some new generalizations.
The idea is to evaluate integrals involving q-Hermite polynomials in two
different ways, then equate the results. The proof of the Rogers]Ramanu-
jan identities given in Section 2 is not fundamentally different from
Rogers'. He found a constant term in a certain expansion without using
integration. However the integrals do provide motivation and a different
Ž .viewpoint in this theory. For example a very natural integral gives 3.4 ,
which generalizes the Rogers]Ramanujan identities. Along the way ex-
Ž . Ž .plicit polynomials of Schur also immediately appear, see 3.5 and 3.6 .
Ž .Another natural integral gives the inverse to 3.4 , Theorem 3.1.
Another byproduct of the integrals are new transformation formulas
which generalize the Rogers]Ramanujan identities, for example, Theorem
Ž .5.1 and 6.3 . Of special note is Theorem 7.1, a quintic transformation
which immediately proves the Rogers]Ramanujan identities without using
the Jacobi triple product identity. A second quintic transformation is given
in Theorem 7.2. Special cases of the second quintic transformation give
Ž .curious looking formulas involving primitive fifth roots of unity, see 7.11
Ž .and 7.12 . In Section 8, Proposition 8.1, we give a common extension of
these formulas to primitive pth roots of unity for odd p. Section 9
discusses Schur's involution and the numerators and denominators of the
Rogers]Ramanujan continued fraction.
We believe the contribution of this work to the old and rich subject of
partition identities is the realization that partition identities follow from
evaluating integrals in two different ways. The technical details of proofs
employ orthogonality of functions, theory of q-series, and explicit knowl-
edge of the connection coefficients between q-ultraspherical polynomials
with different parameters. It has been known for a long time that connec-
tion coefficients can be used to prove partition identities. For example,
w x w xAndrews 4 , and earlier Andrews and Askey 9 , explored the role played
by connection coefficient problems in partition identities. Rogers' original
proof utilized his evaluation of the connection coefficients of the q-ultra-
spherical polynomials.
For the rest of the section we recall facts about the q-Hermite and
Ž < .q-ultraspherical polynomials. The q-Hermite polynomials H x q may ben
defined by the generating function
‘ <H x q 1Ž .n nt s , x s cos u , 1.3Ž .Ý iu yiuq ; q te , te ; qŽ . Ž .n ‘ns0
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or the explicit formula
n
n yi Žny2 k .u<H cos u q s e . 1.4Ž .Ž . Ýn k qks0
Their orthogonality relation is
pq ; qŽ .‘ 2 iu y2 iu< <H cos u q H cos u q e , e ; q du s d q ; q .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .H nn m m n‘2p 0
1.5Ž .
The q-ultraspherical polynomials have the explicit representation
n b ; q b ; qŽ . Ž .k nyk yiŽny2 k .u<C cos u ; b q s e , 1.6Ž .Ž . Ýn q ; q q ; qŽ . Ž .k nykks0
which implies the special and limiting cases
<H x qŽ .n
<C x ; 0 q s ,Ž .n q ; qŽ . n
1.7Ž .
< y1H x qŽ .nnyn nŽny1.r2<lim b C x ; b q s y1 q .Ž .Ž .n q ; qb“‘ Ž . n
Rogers established the following connection formula for the q-ultraspheri-
w xcal polynomials, 11, 19 :
w x k ny2 knr2 b grb ; q g ; q 1 y bqŽ . Ž . Ž .k nyk
< <C x ; g q s C x ; b q .Ž . Ž .Ýn ny2 kq ; q q b ; q 1 y bŽ . Ž . Ž .k nykks0
1.8Ž .
Ž .Therefore 1.8 implies the connection coefficient relationship
w x ys Žnys.nr2 q q ; qŽ . ny1< <H x q s H x q . 1.9Ž .Ž .Ž . Ýn ny2 sq ; q q ; qŽ . Ž .s ny2 sss0
We also note that the q-ultraspherical polynomials have the generating
function
‘ iu yiub te , b te ; qŽ .‘n<C cos u ; b q t s , 1.10Ž .Ž .Ý n iu yiute , te ; qŽ .‘ns0
Ž . Ž .which, in view of 1.7 , implies 1.3 and the generating function
‘ y1<H cos u qŽ . nn n.Ž iu yiu2q yt s te , te ; q , 1.11Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ‘q ; qŽ . nns0
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w xThe orthogonality relation for the q-ultraspherical polynomials is, 11, 19 ,
p
2 iu y2 iue , e ; qŽ .‘< <C cos u ; b q C cos u ; b q duŽ . Ž .H m n 2 iu y2 iube , be ; qŽ .0 ‘
2p b , q b ; q 1 y b b 2 ; qŽ . Ž . Ž .‘ ns d . 1.12Ž .m nn2 1 y bq q ; qq , b ; q Ž . Ž .Ž . n‘
2. THE ROGERS]RAMANUJAN IDENTITIES
In this section we reinterpret Rogers' proof of the Rogers]Ramanujan
Ž .identities as an integral evaluation. The sum side evaluates an integral I t
Ž . Ž .using q-Hermite orthogonality 1.5 , while the product side evaluates I t
for special choices of t using the usual Fourier orthogonality.
Ž .Our integral I t, q below is a q-analogue of the easily established
‘1 2 2 2yx tqt r2 yx r2 tI t s e e dx s e .Ž . H'2p y‘
Ž .We see that I t is the integral, with respect to the Hermite weight, of the
inverse of the Hermite generating function. For the q-analogue, we
integrate the inverse of the q-Hermite generating function against the
q-Hermite weight
pq ; qŽ .‘ iu yiu 2 iu y2 iuI t , q s te , te , e , e ; q du . 2.1Ž . Ž .Ž .H ‘2p 0
Ž . Ž .Proof of 1.1 . From the generating function 1.11 , the connection
Ž . Ž .coefficient formula 1.9 , and the orthogonality relation 1.5 , we have
w x sŽ syl .lr2‘ qll .Ž
2I t , q s yt q dŽ . Ž .Ý Ý ly2 s , 0q ; q q ; qŽ . Ž .s ly2 sls0 ss0
‘ n2ynq
2 ns t . 2.2Ž .Ý q ; qŽ . nns0
It is clear that
2t'lim I t 1 y q , q s I t s e .Ž .Ž .
yq“1
'For the product side choose t s q , and expand the infinite products by
the Jacobi triple product identity
‘
2kiu yiu k r2 yi ku' 'q , q e , q e ; q s y1 q e , 2.3Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý‘
ksy‘
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and
‘
jq 1j .2 iu y2 iu Ž 2 i ju 2 iu
2q , e , e ; q s y1 q e 1 y e , 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý‘
jsy‘
Ž .Since the integrand in I t, q is an even function of u , we integrate on
inu 'w x  4yp , p , and use the Fourier orthonormality of e r 2p : y‘ - n - ‘
to find
‘ 5 3 2 51 q , q , q ; qŽ .2 ‘j Ž5 j qj.r2'I q , q s y1 q sŽ .Ž . Ýq ; q q ; qŽ . Ž .‘ ‘jsy‘
1
s , 2.5Ž .4 5q , q ; qŽ .‘
Ž .where the Jacobi triple product identity 2.3 was used in the last step. Now
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.2 and 2.5 establish 1.1 and the proof is complete.
Ž .Proof of 1.2 . The other Rogers]Ramanujan identity is proven by
Ž iu yiu 2 iu y2 iu . Žchoosing t s q and writing the integrand as e , qe , qe , e ; q 1‘
iu . Ž .q e . The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of 1.1 and is omitted.
3. A GENERALIZATION OF THE
ROGERS]RAMANUJAN IDENTITIES
Ž .In this section we generalize the integral I t, q of Section 2. What
Ž .results are two generalizations of the Rogers]Ramanujan identities, 3.4
and Theorem 3.1, which are inverses of each other. Polynomials that Schur
considered in his work on the Rogers]Ramanujan continued fraction
naturally appear. Moreover one is led to the finite forms of the
w xRogers]Ramanujan identities due to Andrews 2 .
Consider the integral
pq ; qŽ .‘ iu yiu 2 iu y2 iu<I t , q s H cos u q te , te , e , e ; q du . 3.1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Hm m ‘2p 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Clearly I t, q s I t, q . As in the proof of 1.1 using q-Hermite orthogo-0
Ž .nality we find that I t is given bym
w x sŽ syl .lr2‘ qll .Ž
2I t , q s yt q d .Ž . Ž .Ý Ým ly2 s , mq ; q q ; qŽ . Ž .s ly2 sls0 ss0
Hence
‘ n2ynq nmm .Ž 2 m2I t , q s yt q t q . 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ým q ; qŽ . nns0
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Ž . Ž . Ž .'Again choosing t s q , using 1.4 , 2.3 , and 2.4 we find
m 2m r2 my1 qŽ . m 2 sŽ sym. 5 3q4 sy2 m 2y4 sq2 m 5'I q , q s q q , q , q ; q ,Ž .Ž . Ým ‘s qq ; qŽ .‘ ss0
3.3Ž .
so that
n2qm n‘ mq 1 m 2 sŽ sym. 5 3q4 sy2 m 2y4 sq2 m 5s q q , q , q ; q .Ž .Ý Ý ‘s qq ; q q ; qŽ . Ž .n ‘ns0 ss0
3.4Ž .
Ž . Ž .Note that the terms 4 s y 2m ’ 2 mod 5 in 3.4 vanish. On the other
Ž . Ž .hand if 4 s y 2m ’ 0, 4 mod 5 in 3.4 , the infinite products may be
Ž 4 5.rewritten as a multiple of the Rogers]Ramanujan product 1r q, q ; q ,‘
Ž . Ž 2 3 5.while 4 s y 2m ’ 1, 3 mod 5 leads to a multiple of 1r q , q ; q . Thus‘
Ž .the left side of 3.4 is a linear combination of these two functions, which
we shall write as
m m2 n mq1. .n qm n yŽ yŽ‘ 2 2q y1 q a q y1 q b qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .m ms q , 3.5Ž .Ý 4 5 2 3 5q ; q q , q ; q q , q ; qŽ . Ž . Ž .n ‘ ‘ns0
Ž . Ž . Ž .for some Laurent polynomials a q and b q . It is clear from 3.4 thatm m




2 22m 2m10 s y2 sym 10 s q2 syma q s q y q .Ž . Ý2 m m q 5s m y 1 y 5sq qs
Ž .However a more elegant expression for a q may be found using the2 m
q-Pascal triangle relationships
2m 2m y 1 2m y 1mq 5ss q q ,
m q 5s m y 1 q 5s m q 5sq q q
2m 2m y 1 2m y 1mq 1q5ss q q ,
m y 1 y 5s m y 1 y 5s m y 2 y 5sq q q
namely,
2m y 1
l lŽ5ly3.r2 2m q 1 y 5la q s y1 q .Ž . Ž .Ý2 m
l 2 q
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Ž . Ž .Similarly we establish explicit formulas for a q , b q , and2 mq1 2 m
Ž .b q . From these representations one can then obtain the general2 mq1
formulas
m y 1




l lŽ5lq1.r2 m y 1 y 5lb q s y1 q .Ž . Ž .Ým
l 2 q
w xThese polynomials were considered by Schur 22 as numerators and
denominators of the Rogers]Ramanujan continued fraction; see also
w xAndrews 3, 8 .
Ž .The left side of 3.5 is the generating function for partitions with
w xdifference at least 2 whose smallest part is at least m q 1. Andrews 2
gave a polynomial generalization of the Rogers]Ramanujan identities by
showing that
m y j y 2 m y j y 12 2j qj ja q s q , b q s q . 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ým mj jq qj j
Ž .Ž Ž ..They have the following combinatorial interpretations: a q b q is them m
generating function for partitions with difference at least 2 whose largest
Ž .part is at most m y 2 and whose smallest part is at least 2 1 . The
Ž .representations in 3.7 also makes it easy to determine the large m
Ž . Ž .asymptotics of a q and b q , hence express the Rogers]Ramanujanm m
continued fraction as a quotient of two infinite series.
Ž .Andrews' proof of the relationships 3.7 consists of first showing that
Ž .the left-hand side l of 3.6 satisfies the recurrence relation l y l sm m mq1
q mq 1l . This implies that a s a q q ma and b s b qmq 2 mq2 mq1 m mq2 mq1
m Ž .q b , which the alternate forms 3.7 satisfy. The initial conditions arem
a s 1 s b , a s b s 0.0 1 1 0
Ž .Our next result is an inverse relation to 3.4 . Consider the integral
pq ; qŽ .‘ iu yiu 2 iu y2 iu' 'J k [ q e , q e , e , e ; q U cos u du ,Ž . Ž .Ž .H k‘2p 0
Ž . Ž < .where U cos u s H cos u 0 is the Chebyshev polynomial of the secondk k
kind. We can expand the Chebyshev polynomials in terms of the q-Hermite
Ž Ž . .polynomials one way is to use 7.2 below
w xkr2 k y jjq 1j .Ž
2 <U x s y1 q H x q ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýk ky2 jj qjs0
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Ž .so 3.2 implies
2w x s qsŽky2 j.kr2 ‘ qk y jjq 12kq j .Žky2 j. r2qŽ
2J k s y1 q . 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj q ; qŽ . sqjs0 ss0
Ž .The value of J k may be found directly using Fourier orthogonality,
Ž . Ž .2.3 , 2.4 ,
eyi ku y eiŽkq2.u
U cos u s ,Ž .k 2 iu1 y e
and the Jacobi triple product identity
k 2k r2y1 qŽ .
5 3y2 k 2q2 k 5J k s q , q , q ; q .Ž . Ž .‘q ; qŽ .‘
THEOREM 3.1. The following identity holds
w x5 3y2 k 2q2 k 5 kr2q , q , q ; qŽ . k y j‘ j 2 jŽ jyk .q jŽ jq1.r2s y1 qŽ .Ý jq ; qŽ .‘ qjs0
‘ s2qs Žky2 j.q
= . 3.9Ž .Ý q ; qŽ . sss0
Observe that Theorem 3.1 provides an infinite family of extensions to
the two Rogers]Ramanujan identities, because the cases k s 0, 1 yield
Ž . Ž .1.1 and 1.2 , respectively.
w x Ž .Carlitz 16 had results closely related to 3.4 and Theorem 3.1.
4. MULTISUM VERSIONS OF THE
ROGERS]RAMANUJAN IDENTITIES
The analytic generalization of the Rogers]Ramanujan identities to
w xmodulus 2k q 3 is a k-fold sum 3, p. 111; 5 ,
q2 kq3 , q kq1yb , q kq2qb ; q2 kq3Ž .‘
q ; qŽ .‘
q s
2
1q ? ? ? qs2kqs ky bq1q ? ? ? qsk
s , 4.1Ž .Ý q ; q ??? q ; q q ; qŽ . Ž . Ž .s ys s ys s1 2 ky1 k ks , . . . , s G01 k
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where b is an integer, 0 F b F k. These may also be proven by evaluating
an integral two different ways: using q-Hermite orthogonality and Fourier
Ž .orthogonality. In this section we sketch two proofs of 4.1 . Each uses a
connection coefficient problem for polynomials related to the q-Hermite.
ŽOur proof uses integration, while the other proof due to Bressoud for
.b s 0 , evaluates polynomials.
Both proofs use the Laurent polynomials in z defined by
n
22n as s<H z , a q s q z . 4.2Ž .Ž . Ý2 n n y s qssyn
These polynomials are related to q-Hermite polynomials by
2 iu < <H e , 0 q s H cos u q andŽ .Ž .2 n 2 n
2 iu < n
2
< y1H e , 1 q s q H cos u q .Ž . Ž .2 n 2 n
The connection coefficient result that we use was given by Bressoud
w x14 :
n s2< <H z , a q q H z , a y 1 qŽ . Ž .2 n 2 ss . 4.3Ž .Ýq ; q q ; q q ; qŽ . Ž . Ž .2 n nys 2 sss0
Ž . Ž .Note that if a s 1, 4.3 is 1.9 , which was the key result used in Section 2.
Ž .We have, upon iterating 4.3 k q 1 times,
<H z , k q 1 q a qŽ .2 n
s21q ? ? ? qs2k <q ; q q H z , a qŽ . Ž .2 n 2 skq 1s .Ý q ; q q ; q ??? q ; q q ; qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .nys s ys s ys 2 s1 1 2 k kq1 kq1s , . . . , s G01 kq1
4.4Ž .
Ž < . Ž 1r2Bressoud chooses a s 1r2, whence H z, 1r2 q s yq z,2 s
1r2 . y1r2 Ž < .yq rz; q , and choosing z s yq forces H z, a q s 0 for ss 2 s kq1kq 1
Ž . Ž .) 0. Then the n “ ‘ limit of 4.4 becomes 4.1 for b s 0.
The integral version of this proof is to consider a s 0, force s s 0 bykq1
integrating with respect to the q-Hermite measure, and then let n “ ‘.
Ž .This operation immediately gives the right side of 4.1 . The product side is
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found by evaluating the integral
p1
2 kq2 kq1 2 iu kq1 y2 iu 2 kq2 2 iu y2 iuq , yq e , yq e ; q e , e ; q duŽ . Ž .H ‘ ‘2p 0
q2 kq3 , q kq1 ; q2 kq3Ž .‘s , 4.5Ž .
q ; qŽ .‘
from Fourier orthogonality. Here we used
< 2 kq2 kq1 kq1 2 kq2lim H z , k q 1 q s q , yq z , yq rz ; q r q ; q .Ž .Ž . Ž . ‘2 n ‘
n“‘
4.6Ž .
A small variation allows both proofs for 1 F b F k. The following
identity is easily established
n n
s sq12 2s s. .2n 2ns ys Ž n s ys Ž2 2w q y1 s q w q y1 .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn y s n y sq qssyn ssyn
4.7Ž .
Ž . Ž .For Bressoud's proof of 4.1 , rewrite 4.7 as
yc < n 1yc <H yq , c q s q H yq , c q 4.8Ž .Ž . Ž .2 n 2 n
Ž . Ž y3r2 < .for any c. If we apply 4.3 k times to H yq , k q 3r2 q , we have2 n
Ž y3r2 < . Ž .an expansion in terms of H yq , 3r2 q . Then use 4.8 to switch to2 sksk Ž y1r2 < . Ž .q H yq , 3r2 q , and apply 4.3 once more to force s s 0. This2 s kq1k
Ž . Ž .is the b s 1 case of 4.1 . For the general b case we apply 4.3 k y b q 1
Ž y1r2yb < . Ž .times, to H yq , k q 3r2 q then alternatively apply 4.8 and2 n
Ž .4.3 b times.
For the integration proof we slightly modify the integrand and note that
if z s e2 iu :
pq ; qŽ . k‘ k.k 2 iu y2 iu Ž
2z qe , e ; q du s q y1 . 4.9Ž . Ž .Ž .H ‘p 0
Ž .This time rewrite 4.7 as
p
yc 2 iu y2 iu<H zq , c q qe , e ; q duŽ . Ž .H 2 n ‘
0
p
n 1yc 2 iu y2 iu<s q H zq , c q qe , e ; q du . 4.10Ž .Ž . Ž .H 2 n ‘
0
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Ž < . Ž .For the b s 1 case, we begin by integrating H zrq, k q 1 q . Apply 4.32 n
Ž < . Ž .k times to evaluate the integral of H zrq, 1 q . Then apply 4.10 to2 sksk Ž < . Ž .switch to the integral of q H z, 1 q , and finally apply 4.3 to force2 sk
s s 0. The general b case is proven as before, integrating the polyno-kq1
Ž b < .mial H zrq , k q 1 q .2 n
One new ingredient, a change of base from q to q2, is needed to prove
the even modulus identities of Bressoud. Such a change of base is
w xinvestigated more generally with Bailey pairs 15 . New Rogers]Ramanu-
jan identities result.
5. FURTHER GENERALIZATIONS OF THE
ROGERS]RAMANUJAN IDENTITIES
In this section we evaluate another integral in two different ways. We
use q-ultraspherical orthogonality and Fourier orthogonality. The integral
Ž .'generalizes I q , q , thus we find a transformation which generalizes the
Rogers]Ramanujan identities.
Let
q , qrb 2 , q , g 2 ; qŽ .‘
I b , g sŽ .
2p qrb , qrb , g , qg ; qŽ .‘
iu yiu 2 iu y2 iu' 'p q e , q e , e , e ; qŽ .‘= du . 5.1Ž .H iu yiu 2 iu y2 iu' 'q e rb , q e rb , g e , g e ; q0 Ž .‘
Clearly the case g s 0, b “ ‘ was considered in Section 2.
Ž .From the generating function for the q-ultraspherical polynomials 1.10
we obtain
q , qrb 2 , q , g 2 ; qŽ .‘
I b , g sŽ .
2p qrb , qrb , g , qg ; qŽ .‘
‘ n r2 2 iu y2 iupq e , e ; qŽ .‘
= C cos u ; brq du . 5.2Ž . Ž .Ý H nn 2 iu y2 iub g e , g e ; qŽ .0 ‘ns0
Using the Rogers connection coefficient formula for the q-ultraspherical
Ž . Ž .polynomials, 1.8 , we rewrite I b , g in the form
q , qrb 2 ; qŽ .‘ 2I b , g s f b , brg ; qg ; q , qgrb . 5.3Ž . Ž .Ž .2 1qrb , qrb ; qŽ .‘
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For the Fourier orthogonality, we use the Ramanujan's c evaluation1 1
w Ž .x19, II.28 ,
q , cra, az , qraz ; qŽ .‘
c a; c ; q , z s , 5.4Ž . Ž .1 1 c, qra, z , crazŽ .‘
Ž .instead of the Jacobi triple product identity. The sum 5.4 holds for
iu< < < < Ž . 'cra - z - 1. We apply 5.4 with a s b , c s qrb, z s q e rb , and
a s 1rg , c s g , z s g e2 iu to find
n
‘ '1 b ; q 1rg ; q qŽ . Ž .n m mI b , g s gŽ . Ý ž /4p qrb ; q g ; q bŽ . Ž .n mm , nsy‘
2p inuq2 imu y2 iu= e 1 y e du .Ž .H
0
Thus
m‘ b ; q q 1rg ; qŽ . Ž .2 m m mI b , g s g . 5.5Ž . Ž .Ý 2ž /qrb ; q g ; qbŽ . Ž .2 m mmsy‘
This leads to Theorem 5.1.
< < < < 'THEOREM 5.1. If g - 1 and b ) q , then
q , qrb 2 ; qŽ .‘ 2f b , brg ; qg ; q , qgrbŽ .2 1qrb , qrb ; qŽ .‘
' ' ' 'b , y b , q b , y q b , 1rg
2s c q , qgrb .5 5 ' ' ' ' 0qrb , y qrb , qr b , yqr b , g
5.6Ž .
< 2 <The assumptions in Theorem 5.1 can be relaxed to qgrb - 1 by
analytic continuation. It is interesting to note that the limiting case b “ ‘
Ž .'of Theorem 5.1 gives a generating function for the integrals I q , q .m
Ž . Ž .This is the case since as b “ ‘ then 5.3 and 5.5 give, after replacing m
by ym, the relationship
‘ n2 ‘ mq g qrg ; qŽ . m 22 mq ; q s q ,Ž . Ý Ý‘ q , qg ; q qg ; qŽ . Ž .n mmsy‘ns0
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which is equivalent to
‘ n2 nq1 ‘q q g ; qŽ . 2 m‘ 2 m mq1 ymq ; q s q y1 q g ; q q g ; q .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý‘ m‘q ; qŽ . n msy‘ns0
Theorem 5.1 is a well-disguised special case of the well-posed f transfor-2 1
w Ž .xmation 19, 3.4.7 . To see this write the c as5 5
‘ y‘ b ; q 1rg ; qŽ . Ž . m2 m m 21 q q qgrbŽ .Ý Ý½ 5 qrb ; q g ; qŽ . Ž .2 m mms1 msy1
m‘ b ; q qg 1rg ; q qrg ; qŽ . Ž . Ž .2 m m ms 1 q qÝ 2ž /qrb ; q g ; q qg ; qbŽ . Ž . Ž .2 m m mms1
m‘ b ; q 1rg ; q qgŽ . Ž .2 m m ms 1 q 1 q q .Ž .Ý 2ž /qrb ; q qg ; q bŽ . Ž .2 m mms1
This can be easily shown to be a multiple of a f via the limiting case2 1
y w Ž .xu “ 1 of 19, 3.4.7 with the choices x s urg , a s b , b s brg .
6. AN INTEGRAL EVALUATION
Ž .In this section we consider a generalization of Theorem 5.1, 6.3 , by
introducing a Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind in the integrand.
In other words we consider the integral
q , q , qrb 2 , g 2 ; qŽ .‘
J b , g , k [Ž .
2p qrb , qrb , g , qg ; qŽ .‘
iu yiu 2 iu y2 iu' 'p q e , q e , e , e ; qŽ .‘= U cos u du .Ž .H kiu yiu 2 iu y2 iu' 'q e rb , q e rb , g e , g e ; q0 Ž .‘
6.1Ž .
Ž . Ž .Using 5.4 , the Fourier orthogonality evaluation of I b , g of Section 4
implies
nkkr2 ‘b ; q q bq ; q 1rg ; q qgŽ . Ž .Ž .k n2 n
J b , g , k s .Ž . Ý2 2kq1ž / ž /qrb ; q b bq rb ; q g ; qŽ . Ž .Ž .k n2 nnsy‘
6.2Ž .
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Ž .We now evaluate J b , g , k using q-ultraspherical orthogonality. Use
Ž . Ž < . Ž .the generating function 1.10 , the fact C x; q q s U x , the connectionk k
Ž . Ž .coefficient formula 1.8 , and the orthogonality relation 1.12 to find
q , qrb 2 , q , g 2 ; qŽ .‘
J b , g , k sŽ .
2p qrb , qrb , g , qg ; qŽ .‘
‘ n r2 pq
< <= C cos u ; b q C cos u ; q qŽ . Ž .Ý H n knb 0ns0
e2 iu , ey2 iu ; qŽ .‘
= du2 iu y2 iug e , g e ; qŽ .‘
q , qrb 2 ; qŽ .‘s
qrb , qrb ; qŽ .‘
w x rysqk r2 rqskr2‘ q g brg ; q b ; qŽ . Ž .r ky2 sqr
= Ý Ý 2 jqky2 s q ; q qg ; qb Ž . Ž .r Lrqky2 srs0 ss0
1 y g q ky2 s qrg ; q q ; q g 2 ; qŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .s kys ky2 s
= ,
1 y g q ; q qg ; q q ; qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .s kys ky2 s
which establishes the expansion formula
nk‘b ; q bq ; q 1rg ; q qgŽ . Ž .Ž .k n2 nÝ 2kq1 ž /qrb ; q bq rb ; q g ; qŽ . Ž .Ž .k n2 nnsy‘
sw x2 ky2 s 2 2kr2q , qrb ; q 1 y g q gb rq b , g ; qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .‘ ky2 ss Ýqrb , qrb ; q 1 y g q , qg ; qŽ . Ž . Ž .‘ ky2 sss0
ky2 sqrg ; q q ; qŽ . Ž . bq , brgs kys 2= f q , qgrb . 6.3Ž .2 1 ky2 sq1ž /q ; q qg ; qŽ . Ž . g qs kys
In other words
kr2 k r2 Žkq1.r2 Žkq1.r2 qg' ' ' 'q b , yq b , q b , yq q b , 1rg
c q ,5 5 Žkq1.r2 Žkq1.r2 1qk r2 1qk r2 2' ' ' 'q r b , yq r b , q r b , yq r b , g bž /
2w xkr22 ky2 s 2 2q b ; q q , qrb ; q 1 y g q gb rq b , g ; qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k ‘ ky2 ss Ý
b ; q qrb , qrb ; q 1 y g q , qg ; qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .k ‘ ky2 sss0
ky2 sqrg ; q q ; qŽ . Ž . bq , brgs kys 2= f q , qgrb . 6.4Ž .2 1 ky2 sq1ž /q ; q qg ; qŽ . Ž . g qs kys
Ž .We believe the identity 6.4 to be new.
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7. TWO QUINTIC TRANSFORMATIONS
One may ask if the Rogers]Ramanujan identities follow immediately
from a quintic transformation for a basic hypergeometric series. One
would also hope for a proof thereby of the Rogers]Ramanujan identities
which does not use the Jacobi triple product identity. We give such a result
in Theorem 7. It is again motivated by an integral with q-Hermite
polynomials. Another integral of a variant of q-Hermite polynomials leads
to yet another quintic transformation and is in Theorem 7.2.
THEOREM 7.1. We ha¤e
2 2 nn 4 5‘ q qf f q ; qŽ . Ž .‘sÝ 4 5 6 10 5 2 3q ; q f q , f q ; q f q ; qŽ . Ž . Ž .n ‘ ‘ns0
‘ 6 10 nq5 6 5 4 10 5 21 y f q f q , f q ; q f ; qŽ . Ž .n 5n
= Ý 6 5 5 2 5 4 61 y f q q , f ; q f q ; qŽ . Ž .n 5nns0
nn .5Ž 4 102= q yf q .Ž .
4 9 2 5 4 6 5 2 2 2 3 2 5f q , f q , f q ; qŽ . f q , f q , f q‘ 5 2 5s f q , f q3 22 3 4 9 4 6ž /f q ; q f q , f qŽ .‘
4 8 2 6 4 6 5 2 2 3 2 4f q , f q , f q ; qŽ . f q , f q , f q‘ 5 2 6s f q , f q3 22 3 4 8 4 6ž /f q ; q f q , f qŽ .‘
7.1Ž .
Ž . Ž .Observe that the Rogers]Ramanujan identities 1.1 and 1.2 corre-
spond to the special cases f s qy1 and f s qy1r2 in the last two forms of
Ž .7.1 . Thus Theorem 7.1 implies the Rogers]Ramanujan identities without
w xusing the Jacobi triple product identity 7 .
Our proof of Theorem 7.1 relies on the connection coefficient formula
w x k ny2 kq1nr2<H x q q 1 y qŽ . Ž .n s Ýq ; q q ; q q ; qŽ . Ž . Ž .n k nykq1ks0
jq 1j .w x Žnr2 yk 2 <y1 p p; p H x pŽ . Ž . Ž .ny2 kyj ny2 ky2 j
= , 7.2Ž .Ý p; p p; pŽ . Ž .j ny2 ky2 jjs0
Ž .which follows from a twofold application of 1.8 combined with the
Ž < . Ž .observation that C x; q q s U x , hence is independent of q. Thisn n
w Ž .xobservation is due to Bressoud 13, 4.11 .
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Proof of Theorem 7.1. Consider the integral
2
p
2 iu y2 iuqt ; q p; p e , e ; pŽ .Ž . Ž .‘‘ ‘
S t [ du . 7.3Ž . Ž .H iu yiu2p te , te ; qŽ .0 ‘
< < Ž .Expand the integrand as a power series in t, for t - 1, using 1.3 then
Ž . Ž .apply 7.2 and the orthogonality relation 1.5 . The result is that
jy kq1 Ny jq1jyk Nyj. .k 2 jy2 kq1 Ž Žj‘ N 2 2q 1 y q y1 p q y1Ž . Ž .Ž .
2 NS t s t .Ž . Ý Ý Ý q ; q q ; q q ; qŽ . Ž . Ž .2 jykq1 NyjkNs0 js0 ks0
If j is replaced by j q k the resulting k-sum is evaluable by a special
w Ž .xcase of the terminating f summation theorem 19, II.6 to obtain2 1
jq 1 j.ŽNyj.Ž Nqjq2. Ž‘ N 2q p y1Ž .
2 NS t s t . 7.4Ž . Ž .Ý Ý 2 jq2q ; q q ; q q ; qŽ . Ž . Ž .2 j Nyj NyjNs0 js0
5 Ž .Choosing p s q , the j-sum in 7.4 is evaluable by a limiting case of the
w Ž .xvery well-poised f summation theorem 19, II.21 to obtain6 5
‘ N 2q2 N 2 Nq t
S t s .Ž . Ý q ; qŽ . NNs0
This is the left side of Theorem 7.1, if t 2 s f. The first equality is
obtained using the Nassrallah]Rahman f representation of the integral8 7
w Ž .x19, 6.3.7 . The equality of the middle term and the extreme right-hand
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xside in 7.1 follows from 3.2.11 or 3.8.9 in 19 . The evaluation of the
Ž . 5integral in 7.3 as a multiple of a f when p s q was proved combina-3 2
w xtorially in 20 .
Another quintic transformation may be found by considering the poly-
nomials
n
n kŽnyk . iŽny2 k .uÃ <H cos u q s q e ,Ž .Ž . Ýn k qks0
whose generating function is
‘ 2Ã <H cos u q t ; qŽ . Ž .n ‘nt s .Ý iu yiuq ; q te , te ; qŽ . Ž .n ‘ns0
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THEOREM 7.2. We ha¤e the quintic transformation
‘ 5n2 2 n 4 5q t t ; qŽ .‘sÝ 5 5 2 5 4r5 4 6r5q ; q t ; q v t , v t ; qŽ . Ž . Ž .n ‘ ‘ns0
‘ 4 6r5 2r5 2r5 2 2r5 4 2r5v t rq , t , v t , v t , v t ; qŽ . n
= Ý 4 4r5 3 4r5 2 4r5 4r5q , v t , v t , v t , t ; qŽ . nns0
1 y v 4 t 6r5q2 ny1Ž . nn .Ž 4 n r52= yv q t ,Ž .4 6r51 y v t rqŽ .
t 4 ; q5 t 2r5 ; qŽ . Ž .‘ ‘s 2 5 4r5 4r5 4 4r5t ; q t , v t , v t ; qŽ . Ž .‘ ‘
2r5 2r5 4 2r5t , v t , v t 2r5= f q , t , 7.5Ž .3 2 2 4r5 3 4r5ž /v t , v t
where v is a primiti¤e fifth root of unity.
We sketch the proof of Theorem 7.2. Analogous to the proof of
Ã 5Ž Ž . < .Theorem 7.1, when H cos 5u q is expanded in terms of the q-Hermite2 n
5n2Ž 5nq5 5.polynomials, the constant term is q q ; q . This is equivalent ton
the integral evaluation
2 5 2 iu y2 iu ‘ 5n2 2 npt ; q q ; q e , e ; q q tŽ .Ž . Ž .‘‘ ‘
du s . 7.6Ž .ÝH 5 iu y5 iu 5 5 52p te , te , q q ; qŽ . Ž .0 ‘ nns0
Ž .The integral in 7.6 is a special case of the Nassrallah]Rahman integral.
w xIn this special case the integral is a multiple of a f , as was proved in 203 2
combinatorially. This result gives the equality between the left-hand side
Ž .and the extreme right-hand side. To see that the middle term in 7.5
Ž . w xequals the extreme right-hand side apply 3.2.11 in 19 . Another way to
see the same thing is to observe that the integral is a limiting case of an
w Ž . Ž .xW function. For example, 19, 6.3.7 , III.23 implies8 7
‘ 5n2 2 n 4 5q t t ; qŽ .‘sÝ 5 5 2 5 4r5 4 6r5q ; q t ; q v t , v t ; qŽ . Ž . Ž .n ‘ ‘ns0
= lim W v 4 t 6r5rq ; t 2r5, v t 2r5, v 2 t 2r5, v 4 t 2r5, trq ;Ž8 7
g“0
q , v gty1r5 ..
Ž . Ž .This is equivalent to the first equality in 7.5 . The second equality in 7.5
Ž . w xfollows from 3.2.11 in 19 .
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2 5 Ž .If t s 1, q in 7.5 we can use the Rogers]Ramanujan identities to
find two unusual results,
4 4 2 ny1‘2 1 v rq , v ; q 1 y v qŽ . Ž . nnn .Ž 21 q yv qŽ .Ý4 3 42v , v ; q q , v ; q 1 y v rqŽ . Ž . Ž .‘ nns1
1
s 7.7Ž .5 20 25q , q ; qŽ .‘
41 r , v r , v r 2r5s lim f q , t , 7.8Ž .3 24 2 2 3 2y ž /v , v ; q r“1 v r , v rŽ .‘
and
1
5 2 4 31 y q v q , v q ; qŽ . Ž .‘
4 2 2 5 4 2 nq2‘ v q , v q ; q 1 y q 1 y v qŽ . Ž . Ž . nnn .Ž q2 n2= yv qŽ .Ý 3 5nq5 4 2q , v q ; q 1 y q 1 y v qŽ . Ž . Ž .nns0
1
s 7.9Ž .10 15 25q , q ; qŽ .‘
2v q ; qŽ . v q , v q , q‘s f q , v q , 7.10Ž .3 25 2 2 3 2 2 4 2 2ž /1 y q v q , v q , v q ; q v q , qŽ . Ž .‘
Ž . 2r5 Ž .respectively. To get 7.10 we set t s v q in 7.5 .
Ž .We can rewrite 7.7 by writing the quantity in square brackets as
4 2 2 yn' 'v rq , q v , y q v , v , q
1 1 nq lim f q , q v .5 42 2 2 2 3 n 4n“‘ ' ' 0v r q , yv r q , v , q v
Ž . w xThe f is summed by II.20 in 19 and the result is the curious formula5 4
1 1 1
q s . 7.11Ž .4 2 3 5 20 25v , v ; q v , v ; q q , q ; qŽ . Ž . Ž .‘ ‘ ‘
Ž . Ž . yThe identities 7.11 also follows from 7.8 by writing the f , as r “ 13 2
as
4‘ v , v ; q q ; qŽ .Ž . ny1n n1 q 1 y r r q O 1 y r .Ž . Ž .Ý 2 3q , v , v ; qŽ . nns1
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Ž 4 . Ž 2 3 .By Abel's summability the f tends to 1 q v, v ; q r v , v ; q ,3 2 ‘ ‘
Ž . Ž .which leads to 7.11 . A direct proof of an extension of formula 7.11 to
odd moduli is given in Proposition 8.1.
Ž . Ž .Another curious identity arises from 7.9 or 7.10 . First rewrite the
Ž .left-hand side of 7.9 as
y12 51 q v 1 y qŽ . Ž .
2 4 2v q , v q ; qŽ .‘
‘ 2 4 4 2 nq2v q , v q , v q ; q 1 y v qŽ . Ž . nq 1nn .Ž
2= yv q q ,Ž .Ý 2 2 3 2 2 2v q , v q , q ; q 1 q vŽ .Ž . nns0
which simplifies to
1 y q 1 y v 2q 1 y v 3q 1 q v 2Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
5 4 2 4 21 y q 1 y v 1 y v v q , v q ; q yv qŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .‘
4 2 ymv , yv q , v , q mq 1= y1 q lim f q , q v .4 3 2 3 m 4ž /m“‘ yv , qv , q v
w Ž .xThe f can be summed by the q-analogue of Dixon's theorem 19, II.144 3
Ž .and the result when combined with 7.9 is the second curious identity
4 y1v q 1 1
y2 4 2 31 y v 1 y v v q , v q ; q v q , v q ; qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .‘ ‘
1
s . 7.12Ž .10 15 25q , q ; qŽ .‘
Ž .The above identity also follows from 7.10 by noting that the f is3 2
4 21 y q 1 y v qŽ . Ž . v , v
f q , v q y 1 . 7.13Ž .2 1 42 ž /v q ,1 y v 1 y v v qŽ . Ž .
w Ž .x Ž .The q-Gauss theorem 19, II.8 sums the f and establishes 7.12 .2 1
We now relate the results of this section to Schur's polynomials of
Section 3.
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COROLLARY 7.3. For m s 1, 2, . . . , the transformation
q10 m ; q5Ž .‘
5m 5 2 m 4 3mq ; q v q , v q ; qŽ . Ž .‘ ‘
‘ 4 3my1 m m 2 m 4 mv q , q , v q , v q , v q ; qŽ . n
= Ý 4 2 m 3 2 m 2 2 m 2 mq , v q , v q , v q , q ; qŽ . nns0
1 y v 4q3mq2 ny1Ž . nn .Ž 2 m n2= yv q qŽ .4 3my11 y v qŽ .
10 m 5 m m m 4 mq ; q q ; qŽ .Ž . q , v q , v q‘‘ ms f q , q3 25m 5 2 m 2 m 2 2 m 2 2 m 3 2 mž /q ; q q , v q , v q ; q v q , v qŽ . Ž .‘ ‘
m mm mq1. .y5Ž 5 y5Ž 52 2y1 q a q y1 q b qŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .m ms q5 20 25 10 15 25q , q ; q q , q ; qŽ . Ž .‘ ‘
holds, where v is a primiti¤e fifth root of unity.
5m r2 Ž . Ž .Proof. Put t s q in 7.5 and apply 3.5 .
y1qm r2 Ž .Similarly the choice f s q in Theorem 7.1 and 3.5 give
q2 mq1 ; qŽ .‘
2 mq1 3mq4 5 mq1q , q ; q q ; qŽ . Ž .‘ ‘
‘ 3mq10 ny1 3my1 2 nq6 5 my21 y q q , q ; q q ; qŽ . Ž .n 5n
= Ý 3my1 5 my2 5 2 mq21 y q q , q ; q q ; qŽ . Ž .n 5nns0
n n.5Ž Ž2 mq6.n2= q y1 qŽ .
q2 mq1 ; q q mq 1 ; q5Ž . Ž .‘ ‘s mq 1 2 mq1 2 mq2 2 mq3 5q ; q q , q , q ; qŽ . Ž .‘ ‘
mq 5 mq1 mq2q , q , q 5 mq1= f q , q3 2 2 mq5 2 mq4ž /q , q
m mm mq1. .yŽ yŽ2 2y1 q a q y1 q b qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .m ms q . 7.14Ž .4 5 2 3 5q , q ; q q , q ; qŽ . Ž .‘ ‘
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8. REMARKS
One may translate the Fourier orthogonality of the integrals into con-
Ž .'stant term identities. For example I q , q , which gives the Rogers]Ram-
anujan identities, becomes
q2 , q3 , q5 ; q5Ž .‘2 2 2CT 1rz , qz ; q qz , qrz ; q s 2 , 8.1Ž . Ž .Ž .‘ ‘ 2q ; qŽ .‘
Ž . Ž .where CTf z is the constant term in the Laurent expansion of f z
Ž .around z s 0. Of course 8.1 is immediate from the Jacobi triple identity.
This raises the question as to whether other root systems also give
well-known theorems in this way.
Ž .It is remarkable that the j-sum in 7.4 factors for six other values,
p s q7r2, q5r2, q4, q3, q2, q1. the p s q7r2 case should give a q14 transfor-
mation similar to Theorem 7.1, while the p s q5r2 case will be a transfor-
mation on q10.
Ž . Ž .Recall that the polynomials a q and b q of Section 3 are linearm m
independent solutions of a three term recurrence relation. Al-Salam and
w xIsmail 1 studied the more general recurrence relation
y s x 1 q aqm y y bqmy 1 y .Ž .mq 1 m my1
Ž .They gave an explicit formula for the solution U x; a, b satisfy-m
Ž . Ž . Ž .ing the initial conditions U x; a, b s 1 and U x; a, b s z 1 q a . They0 1
also showed that the numerators of the corresponding continued J-frac-
Ž . Ž .tion are 1 q a U x; aq, bq . The a 's and b 's are embedded in themy 1 m m
Ž . Ž . Ž .family of the U 's since b q s U 1; 0, yq and a q sm m my1 m
Ž 2 . Ž . Ž .U 1; 0, yq . Furthermore U x; a, b and U x, aq, bq are linearmy 2 m m
independent solutions of the above recurrence relation. For properties of
Ž . w xthe polynomials U x; a, b , and the associated continued fraction, see 1 .n
Ž . Ž .We now come to the extension of 7.11 and 7.12 .
PROPOSITION 8.1. If p G 5 is odd, v is a primiti¤e pth root of unity, and
Ž .j F p y 1 r2 is a fixed positi¤e integer, then
Ž . Ž .py1 r2 py1 r21 1
ym j m mŽ2 jy1.v 1 y v 1 y vŽ . Ž .Ý Ł k pykp v q , v q ; qŽ .ks1, k/m ‘ms1
1jj .Ž
2s y1 q 8.2Ž . Ž .Ł 2a p pq ; qŽ Ž ..1FaFpy1, a/ p" 2 jy1 r2 Ž .‘
Ž . Ž .mŽ1yj. mŽ2 jy1.py1 r2 py1 r2v 1 y v 1Ž .




n n.Ž 2G z s q , z , qrz ; q s q yz .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý‘
nsy‘
Then
py11 2 2 2 2m p Ž p yp.r2 p Ž p qp.r2 p pG zv s q , q z , q rz ; q . 8.4Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ‘p ms0
j Ž . Ž .If z s q , the m s 0 term of 8.4 vanishes. Dividing both sides of 8.4 by
Ž p p.q ; q and combining the m and p y m terms yields the result since‘
py1Ž m.p s Ł 1 y v .ms 1
Ž .The case j s 1 of 8.3 takes the form
Ž . Ž .py1 r2 py1 r2 1 1
s ,Ý Ł Ł 2k pyk a p pv , v ; qŽ . q ; qks1, k/m Ž Ž ..1FaFpy1, a/ p" 2 jy1 r1 Ž .‘ms1 ‘
8.5Ž .
Ž . Ž .and reduces to 7.11 when p s 5. On the other hand when j s p y 1 r2
Ž .8.2 becomes
Ž . mŽ py1.r2 mŽ pq1.r2 mŽ py3.r2 mŽ pq3.r2py1 r2 w xv q v y v y v
Ý Ž py1.r2 k pykŁ v , v ; qŽ .ks1, k / m ‘ms1
1
s p , 8.6Ž .Ł 2a p pq ; qŽ Ž ..1FaFpy1, a/ p" 2 jy1 r2 Ž .‘
Ž .which reduces to 7.12 when p s 5 since in this case the numerator on
Ž . Ž .my 1Ž 2 3 4.the left-hand side of 8.6 is y1 v q v y v y v .
9. APPENDIX
In this section we recapitulate Schur's involution which proves the
Rogers]Ramanujan identities. We also restrict his involution to prove
Ž . Ž .3.5 ] 3.6 :
‘ n2qm nq mm .yŽ 5 2 3 52q ; q s y1 q a q q , q , q ; qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý‘ m ‘q ; qŽ . nns0
5 1 4 5yb q q , q , q ; q . 9.1Ž . Ž .Ž . .m ‘
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Schur defines an involution f on the set of ordered pairs of partitions
Ž .l, m , where l has distinct parts, and m has parts differing by at least 2. If
Ž . Ž .aparts of l Ž .the sign of l, m is y1 , the left side of 9.1 is the generating
Ž .function of all such l, m , where the smallest part of m is at least m q 1.
Ž .The right side of 9.1 is the generating function of the fixed points when
Schur's involution f is restricted to this set.
The involution f is defined in stages.
For the first stage, compare the largest part of l and the largest part of
m, find the larger of the two parts, and move that part to the other
partition. This fails only if the largest parts are equal, or the largest part of
l is one more than the largest part of m. We call these two cases A and B,
respectively.
We define three parameters p, q, and r : p is the smallest part of l, q is
Žthe length of the leading run of l as in Franklin's involution for the
w x.pentagonal number theorem, 6, p. 10 , and r is the length of the leading
``double run'' of m.
In each case the definition of f depends upon inequalities between p,
q, and r. In case A,
 41. if p s min p, q, r , apply Franklin's involution to l,
 42. If r s min p, q, r - p, remove 1 from each of the first r parts of
m, and create a new smallest part of l of size r,
 4  43. If q s min p, q, r - min p, r , remove one from each of the q
largest parts of l, add one to the second through q q 1 parts of m, and
move the largest part of m to the largest part of l.
The definition of f in case B is
 41. if q s min p, q, r - p, apply Franklin's involution to l.
 42. if p s min p, q, r , add 1 to each of the first p parts of m, and
delete the smallest part of l of size p.
 4  43. if r s min p, q, r - min p, q , add one to the second through
r q 1 parts of l, subtract one from each of the r largest parts of m, and
move the largest part of l to the largest part of m.
Ž . Ž .It is easy to see that f interchanges cases 1 ] 3 of case A with cases
Ž . Ž .1 ] 3 of case B, respectively.
What are the fixed points, namely, where is f not well defined? For
ŽŽ . Žcase A they occur at Franklin fixed points 2 p y 1, . . . , p , 2 p y 1, 2 p y
..3, . . . , 1 , p G 0, and for case B at the other family of Franklin fixed points
ŽŽ . Ž ..2 p, . . . , p q 1 , 2 p y 1, 2 p y 3, . . . , 1 , p G 1. The generating function
Ž .for these fixed points if the right side of 9.1 for m s 1, by the Jacobi
triple product identity.
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If we restrict to the case m s 1, so that the smallest part of m is at least
ŽŽ . Ž ..2, the fixed points change. They are 2 p, . . . , p q 1 , 2 p, 2 p y 2, . . . , 2 ,
ŽŽ . Ž .. Ž . Ž .p G 0, 2 p q 1, . . . , p , 2 p, 2 p y 3, . . . , 2 , p G 1, and 1, B . Again 9.1
for m s 1 results from the Jacobi triple product identity.
We now consider the fixed points for the general m G 2 case. Any pair
Ž .l, B , where the largest part of l is F m is fixed. The remaining fixed
Ž . Ž . ŽŽpoints are from case A 2 and case B 3 : m q 2 r y 1, m y 2 r y 2, . . . , m
. Ž .. ŽŽ .q r, u , m q 2 r y 1, . . . , m q 1 , m q 2 r,m q 2 r y 1, . . . , m q r, u ,
Ž ..m q 2 r y 1, . . . , m y 1 where u is any partition with distinct parts, part
sizes between r q 1 and m q r y 1.
So the generating function of the fixed points is
r 25r r2qr Ž2 my1r2. rq1FP m s q ; q q y1 q q ; qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ým my1
rG1
rq1 25r r2qr Ž2 mq3r2.qm rq1q y1 q q ; qŽ . Ž .Ý my 1
rG1
r 25r r2qr Ž2 my1r2. rq1s y1 q q ; qŽ . Ž .Ý my 1
rG0
rq1 25r r2qr Ž2 mq3r2.qm rq1q y1 q q ; q . 9.2Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý my 1
rG0
Ž q1 .If we expand q ; q by the q-binomial theorem we havemy 1
s2rqs .m y 1 5r r2qr Ž2 my1r2.qŽ rq1. sqŽ 2FP m s y1 qŽ . Ž .Ý s
s, rG0
s2rqsq1 .m y 1 5r r2qr Ž2 mq3r2.qmqŽ rq1. sqŽ 2q y1 q .Ž .Ý s qs, rG0
9.3Ž .
Upon replacing s by m y 1 y s, and r by ym y r the exponent of q in
Ž .the second term of 9.3 becomes the exponent of q in the first term of
Ž .9.3 , thus
my1
ss .m y 1 Ž 2FP m s y1 qŽ . Ž .Ý s qss0
‘
2r 5r r2qr Ž2 my1r2.qŽ rq1. s= y1 qŽ .Ýž
rsy‘
1ym
2r 5r r2qr Ž2 my1r2.qŽ rq1. sy y1 q . 9.4Ž . Ž .Ý /
rsy1
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Ž .For each r between y1 and 1 y m the s-sum of the second term in 9.4 is
zero by the q-binomial theorem. If we apply the Jacobi triple product
Ž .formula to the first term in 9.4 we have
my1
sq 1s .m y 1 Ž 5 2q2 mqs 3y2 mys 5
2FP m s y1 q q , q , q ; q . 9.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ‘s qss0
Ž . Ž .Considering residue classes mod 5 one sees that 9.5 is 9.1 .
w x Ž .Andrews and Baxter 10 also found 9.2 , although they did not give the
Ž . w xequivalent form 9.1 . Kadell 21 gave an involution for the case m s 2
and pointed out that his involution is different from the involution used
w xearlier by Garsia and Milne 17, 18 .
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